REFERRAL DUE TO:

Interceptive treatment  Cross bite
Deep bite/open bite  Other
Second opinion  Overjet/reverse overjet
Crowding/spacing  Missing/malformed teeth

MEDICAID, HEALTHPLEX, METROPLUS, AFFINITY, HEALTHFIRST, WELLCARE, HIP, AMERIGROUP, FIDELIS, MHI,
UNITED HEALTHCARE COMMUNITY PLAN, ACCESS MEDICARE, LOCALS, ALL PPO PLANS (CIGNA, UFT, AETNA, METLIFE,
GUARDIAN, GHI, DELTA, BCBS, 1199, UNITED HEALTH CARE PPO, DC37, LOCAL 237, 1500, POMCO, DANIEL COOK,
MALONEY, 1181. 1180, DDS, LOCAL 731, LOCAL 94 32BJ/SIDS, SELEDENT, AMALGAMATED LIFE, LOCAL 456, LOCAL 371
& OTHERS